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5. Were the meeting starting time, duration,-and location,,.
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or express your views?

7. Are you'satisfied overall with the NRC staff who:

participated in the meeting?.-Wj,(-_ •,t t V G
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Thank you for answering these questions.

I am concerned for NFS and the other licensees/certificate holders with the level of effort and emphasis on margin of subcriticalit,

when margin of subcriticality has very little impact on criticality risk (i.e., the risk associated with uncertainties in the code is

extremely small). An error in how an analyst actually models a fissile system (e.g., such as modeling a dimension in a non-

conservative manner) will likely haVR= greater impact on the final result of a calculation than will code uncertainties; and, neithet

of these types of errors contribute significantly to the risk of a criticality accident. Uranium-bearing systems, for example, are wc

understood systems and can be modeled with a high degree of confidence. Criticality safety analysts typically perform studies to

I

determine what has the greatest impa qon reactivity, such as changes in dimensions, spacing, reflection, etc. Criticality safety

analysts also assume conservative conditions when: modeling a *system (e.g., bounding reflection,' optimum fuel-water mixtures, IL
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COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS: (Conti~nued.)

bounding dimensions, reduced spacing, etc.).,, Uncertainties in the, code calculations are insigpificant whkn compared to the

various conservatisms applied to the compputer models. We are being distracted (and I am personally being distracted) from the

primary focus of criticality sfafey because of the efforts associated with subcritical margin. The primary focus of nuclear

criticality safety is maintaining subcriticality for all normal and credible abnormal conditions and this is accomplished by

idetifingandconrolingcriicaityaccden seuenes.Weneed to remain focused onwwhat can go wrong in process systems,

- ths i whre he ctin i! W shuldnotfocs adisroprtionate amount of attention (based on the risk) on subcritical

margin or the. quant~ification. of conserva~tism in the. models. There has never been a process criticality accident resulting from a-

("ode error or faulty calculation. Although a criticality accident from a code error or faulty calculation is not an impossibility, the

Credibility of such an accident is questionable (i.e.. extremely low likelihood). If you consider the past process criticality

accidents that have occurred, they occurred because something happened in the process that was not considered or planned for.
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